STEDMAN'S
Practical
Medical Dictionary
15th Edition

This time you can look forward to more than an ordinary revision of the famous dictionary. The entire work was reset for the new edition. Therefore an unusual number of additions, eliminations, corrections could be made without regard to the cost of such changes. Basically the dictionary retains the features that have made STEDMAN irreplaceable on the desk of physicians and thousands of others who need a complete dictionary that is authoritative, reliable and easy to use.

It includes all the medical, surgical, pharmacal, biological, chemical, dental and thousands of other related scientific terms that you encounter daily; and it succeeds, by clear definitions and plain instructions about pronunciation, in making every word easily your own.

Noteworthy revisions include

- the section on vitamins
- the biochemical and chemotherapeutic compounds
- terms in the fields of allergy and hematology (entirely rewritten)
- the terminology of the bacteria

Special features:

- Greek roots given in Roman letters
- Introductory Section on Medical Etymology
- Appendix covering Weights and Measures, Stethoscopic Abbreviations, Temperature and Barometer Scales, Chemical Elements, Pathogenic Micro-parasites, Anatomical Terms

The editor of the 15th edition is Dr. Stanley Thomas Garber who joined Dr. Stedman as a collaborator on the preceding edition. He shows in the new STEDMAN that he not only upholds the fine tradition built up during nearly thirty years but also knows how to modernize this indispensable reference book.

1272 double column pages, illustrated, and 23 plates
The price of the new Stedman Dictionary remains
$7.50
for the thumb-indexed copy, in semiflexible cover, gold stamped.

The Williams & Wilkins Company, Baltimore-2, Md.
PHOTOELECTRIC COLORIMETER

Particularly suitable for use in biochemical methods

COLORIMETER, PHOTOCHELERIC, Klett-Summerson Test Tube Model. Suitable for practically any procedure which has been devised for the visual colorimeter. See W. H. Summerson, Journ. of Biol. Chem., Vol. 130, No. 1 (Sept., 1939), p. 149.

A self-contained, portable instrument of simple and rugged construction, with built-in galvanometer, two photoelectric cells, and a potentiometer with logarithmic scale having a working length of 12 inches, which allows for ease and accuracy in reading. Concentration of the unknown solution is determined by multiplying the scale reading by a factor previously obtained from the scale reading for a solution of known concentration. Plotting of calibration curves is therefore unnecessary.

Zero point does not shift and results are unflagingly reproducible. Light source consists of a 100-watt lamp, which can be operated from any convenient electric outlet, a.c. or d.c. The filter frame takes any standard light filter 2 inches square.

Standardized test tubes, 10 ml capacity and 12.5 mm inside diameter, are used as containers for the solutions, only 5 ml being required for a reading. Micro tubes for 1 ml of fluid are also available.

Procedures for twenty-two widely used biochemical methods, including: sugar, iron, hemoglobin, creatinine, non-protein nitrogen, urea, phosphorus, calcium, cholesterol and sulfanilamide in blood; protein in spinal fluid; iron, albumin and bilirubin in serum; etc., are included in the book of methods supplied with each instrument.

3788-A. Colorimeter, Photoelectric, Klett-Summerson Test Tube Model, as above described, complete with color filters Green (5400A) and Blue (4200A), holder for filters, built-in galvanometer, heat filter, two standardized test tubes 12.5 mm diameter, 100-watt lamp, and book of instruction and methods for twenty-two standard biochemical procedures. For 110 volts, a.c. or d.c. .................................................. 148.00

3788-D5. Micro Tube, 1 ml, with 12.5 mm standard solution depth; for insertion in spring holder of above in place of 10 ml tube ................................................................. 1.20

3788-G3. Color Filter, Red (6600A), 2 inches square; as required for determination of calcium and inorganic phosphate ................................................................. 6.00
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